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Abstract: The present research study executes to identifying the factors effecting the investment decision of individual investor. For this key purpose, we have used primary data by collected five hundred respondents via adopted five-point scale based questions. We have applied multiple linear regression models to examine the association among investment decision of individual investor and risk taking, regret, trust, education, gender. The result indicates that there have negative relationships between regret and investment decision of individual investor. Similarly, investment decision of individual investor and education, risk taking, trust, gender have positively and significantly associated but belief on luck neither positive nor negative relationship with investment decision of individual investment. In the developing countries, local and federal government reciprocally consideration on worthy investment decision of individual investor for promoting their economy.
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1. Introduction

Investment is dominant in all walks of life. But the way of investment vary by person to person. Investors are investing their money into Stock Market, commodity market, Financial Market, Forex Market and others. All the investment decisions of investors depends on their needs and circumstances of the markets (P. Grover, 2015). Behavioural finance has made advances in clarifying the behaviour of business sectors. It concentrates on the awkward behaviour of the people in the economy. Borodacheva, Goloborodov, Guseva, Drozdova, and Glyzina (2016), have determined that culture and beliefs impact how people settle on financial choices and also assumption choices. One specific viewpoint that has gotten a considerable measure of consideration as of late is the essentialness of contrast in risk taking behaviour by gender orientation as a determinant of family unit assumptions (Kipping, Campbell, MacArthur, Gunnell, & Hickman, 2012).

On the other side, Graham, Stendardi, Myers, and Graham (2002), have addressed that the females are more risks averse than men. It also shows that there is a positive connection between females age and risk avoidance. Essentially, females hold less unsafe assumption as their age increased than men. Female are broader in data handling than men and tend to give more emphasized to negative information than positive information as compare to men. The men's have a tendency to be more careless than females that can be connected to females risk avoidance behavior (Collins et al., 2016). Moreover, Alesina and La Ferrara (2002) examines that there is no huge impact of religious beliefs and ethnic foundations on trust. Subsequently, it realized that what relationship exists in Malaysia inside its multi-racial individuals alongside different religious beliefs. Arruñada (2010),exposed that the religion has huge effect on the monetary options which people makes. In fact, in numerous circumstance individuals settle on assumption choice by depending on their luck.

Moreover, this research study are going to examine whether there is any critical divergence amongst male and female regarding risk taking, ability, good fortune, Happiness, expansion, lament, and trust. We at that point look at whether individual from various religion foundation are essentially unique as far as risk taking, aptitude, having confidence in good fortune, Happiness, amplification, lament, and trust. Additionally, we attempt to recognize
whether individuals from various ethnic birthplaces are essentially unique in risk taking, expertise, luckiness, Happiness, augmentation, lament and trust. Ultimately, the connection between these factors will be investigated whether comes about sustain past outcomes or veer off in light of the way of life and religion(Mohamed Albaity & Mahfuzur Rahman, 2012). How females are not quite the same as men in risk avoidance. Females hold less riskiness assumption as their age increment than men. Females are more far reaching in data preparing than men and tend to give more weight to negative data thusly driving them to be more risk loath than men(Mohamed Albaity & Mahfuzur Rahman, 2012).

Risk could be several types among the business project but it’s vary on nature of business. Be that as it may, the method for risk differs from individual to individual. A few people need to put their money in the Stock Market, some of in item advertise, some in gold settled stores and some of in land. But every one of the priorities of assumption of financial specialists rely upon their requirements and time(A. Grover & Singh, 2015). Conduct back which depends on mental elements fights with advertises proficiency and financial specialist’s discernment. The behavioural Finance is a moderately new territory of research, is the investigation of how human brain science, our musings, sentiments and demeanours as like impact budgetary choices. As per conduct back, it is the investigation of the impact of brain research on the conduct of budgetary experts and the consequent impact on market(A. Grover & Singh, 2015)

In developing countries essentially the several factors are effecting the investment decision of individual investors ‘probably for stakeholders including public sectors, financial institutions, industrial sectors, educational institutions. The investments have been sharply declined in the last few years in Pakistan as compared others develop countries. Moreover, the national economies are directly hit by investment decision of investors. Additionally, economic deficiency creates by the numerous financial diseases. So the key objectives of present research study to diagnose the factors effecting of investment decision of individual investor. This study will spread the information about the investment decision making of people belonging to different age group, different financial sectors, and their investment preferences. Furthermore, it will determining whether the more experienced of investor that only make good investment decision and it leave the future guideline for scholars. The remaining parts of this research study are summarized as follows: 2nd section is consist on empirical literature by relevant study; 3rd section is contain on empirical research methodology; 4th section is contain on results and discussion; 5th section is contain on conclusion of the study.

2. Empirical Literature

2.1 Gender and Investment Risk Tolerance

Mohamed Albaity and Mahfuzur Rahman (2012), have identified exact inclinations and how it corresponds with gender orientation predispositions in making better customer profile.Pompian and Longo (2004), have examined the phenomenon regarding investment decision by gender differences along hundred investors’ survey data. They found that numerous identity writes and the gender orientations are arranged to behavioural back inclinations. In case females are 33% more risks opposed than men. Besides, the most risk tolerant men joined with their identity write-ought to put 100% in value base instruments, while the slightest risk tolerant females joined with their identity compose to put 100% in settled wage instruments. Similarly, Audretsch, Lehmann, Meoli, and Vismara (2016), had found whether female are not the same as men in risk avoidance. Utilizing overview of purchaser back 1989, they demonstrate the relative risk avoidance on different factors as like riches, race, age, training and different factors. In view of the hypothetical connection that recommend that risk avoidance will diminish as the riches expands, it is found in this investigation that female risk avoidance is not contrarily identified with riches. They found that females are more risk averse than men prompting lower interest in unsafe resources than chance free resources. Moreover, female will probably have encountered an adjustment in their contribution in putting because of a change in conjugal status. Men will probably expand their association because of retirement or sudden monetary profit. For female, separate is an essential factor in achieving expanded money related contribution for men, then again, separate is the most improbable occasion to change their venture association(Nelson, 2016).

H1: There is a significant and positive relationship between gender and investment based risk tolerance in developing countries
2.2 Regret

Regret/depressing circumstance is one of most related with risk taking concerning financial behaviour phenomenon. Depressing situations could prompt either risk avoidance or risk chasing. Mohamed Albaity and Mahfuzur Rahman (2012); Connolly and Reb (2012); Diecidue, Rudi, and Tang (2012), have addressed the depressing situations associated with core leadership. This would happen if the individual is looked with two choices or more where one is more risky than the others and there is dependably input on the result of the less secure choice. In this way, if an individual looked with two decisions where one is more risky and two is less risky that choice prompt depressing situations if the more dangerous alternative ended up being superior to the less unsafe choice (Khan, 2017).

H2: There is a significant and negative relationship between Regret and investment decision of individual investor in developing countries

2.3 Trust

Sharma, Chalise, and Dangol (2017), have precise the association among trust and risk taking concerning investment for business purpose. Moreover, trusting is considered probably equivalent to investment risk taking (Alesina & Giuliano, 2016). Hassan, Saleem, Anwar, and Hussain (2020), have recommended that risk must exist for trust to happen and when trust happen more risks will be alluring. Olsen (2008), was found that apparent risk is contrarily related with trust, as it were, the lesser the trust the more noteworthy the apparent risk. Osili and Paulson (2008), demonstrate that foreigners in the United States, confronting a similar target dissemination of profits, contrast in their securities exchange interest rate as an element of the nature of foundations in their nation of starting point. Both, individual and social qualities are probably going to impact relational trust. We research this utilizing the data gave by the General Social Survey for the United States which in 1974—2009 inquired as to whether they surmise that great many people can be trusted. As we talk about beneath one must be careful in finished deciphering discoveries in view of a study question that might be seen distinctively by different respondents (Glaeser, Rosenthal, & Strange, 2010).

H3: There is a significant and positive relationship between Trust and investment decision of individual investor in developing countries

2.4 Belief on Luck

Van den Steen (2002); Freeman (2000); Zimmerman, Fiske, and Scogin (2011); Baumeister (2009); Duval, Silvia, and Lalwani (2012) examines that individuals tend to ascribe accomplishment to their own aptitudes and disappointments to misfortune. Blaine and Crocker (1993), found that people with high confidence trust they are fortunate and have a tendency to misrepresent their control over occasions, particularly effective occasions. Brown, Camerer, and Lovallo (2013), have examines lower level of fortunes when expertise is not represented. Armor and Taylor (2003), demonstrated that more prominent vulnerability can actuate more noteworthy good faith with the end goal that individuals progress toward becoming daring person. Surely, the consideration of an ability segment may expand risk taking. Put in an unexpected way, if expertise does not help in progress, fortunes can light hopeful convictions.

H4: There is neither positive nor negative relationship between luck and investment decision of individual investor in developing countries

2.5 Risk Taking

Chou-Shyan (2010), has exposed risky project for inclinations proposed that the individual enthusiasm for the risks taking since investors may lessen their vulnerability by means of more noteworthy comprehension of organizations' budgetary status. It expressed that because of absence of comprehension for different dangerous ventures, financial specialists want guidance from proficient persons. Hanson, Shleifer, Stein, and Vishny (2015), were determined that the components of financial specialist that conduct by directing a review. They discovered that traditional riches augmentation criteria are important to financial specialists, despite the fact that investors utilize diverse criteria while picking stocks for venture. They endeavoured to clarify the value changes because of the six theory discretionary essential factors. Their evaluation shows that the factors other than prime factors
might be all the more effective and material to give a clarification the offer value deviation in Pakistan.

**H5: There is a significant and positive association among Risk taking and investment decision of individual investors in developing countries**

In section two, we have hypothetical studied the several relevant research studies and also visualized the association among the variables. Now we execute the comprehension theoretical phenomenon into single main conceptual model as follows:

![Conceptual Model](image)

**Figure 1. Conceptual Model**

**3. Empirical Methodology**

**3.1 Research Design**

This research study is summarize based on descriptive and quantitative study. The descriptive research probably refers to the type of research question, sample size and data collection (Keloharju, Knüpfer, & Linnainmaa, 2012). Present research study is going to examine the factors effecting of the IDII typically in developing countries. For this key purpose, questionnaire based variables RR, RT, TT, LK, GR and EN incorporated in this study. Mohamed Albaity and Mahfuz Rahman (2012), have determined that how gender, religion, and cultural differences influence to individual investment behaviour. After standardized form of data, Scholars have applied multiple linear regression approach on randomized data to test the variables association.

**3.2 Population & Sampling**

This research study focuses on investment decisions of individual investor typically into developing country. For this key purpose, the populations of current study have entrepreneurs of whole business-sectors. Pearson and Mundform (2010), have prescribed the sample size criteria as follows: 50 is considered very weak; 100 is weak, 200 is fair, 300 is good, 500 is very good, and 1,000 or more is excellent. The adopted questionnaire circulated among respondents via email to grab their response. The entire research study has been 500 sample size to forecast the research object.

**3.3 Data Collection Techniques**

Five point Likert scale based questionnaire was distributed among respondents via E-mail. Five-point scale has in between “Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree” that is an appropriate and validated way to collect the respond of
3.4 Reliability Test

Reliability measurement is a sign of the stableness and consistency of the adopted questions and enables to assess the goodness of a degree. Reliability test is required when questionnaire has adopted or self-administrative. Reliability test precise the homogeneity among research objectives and underlying questionnaire (Aigbogun, Ghazali, & Razali, 2017; Dikko, 2016). So reliability is measured by following formula:

$$R = \frac{n}{n-1} \left[ 1 - \frac{\sum pq}{\sigma_x^2} \right]$$

Where:

- $n$ = number of items in the test
- $P = \frac{\text{Number of persons answering item correctly}}{\text{Number of persons taking the test}}$
- $q = \frac{\text{Number of persons answering item wrongly}}{\text{Number of persons taking the test}}$
- $\Sigma = \text{Summation sign indicating } pq \text{ is summed over}$
- $\sigma_x^2 = \text{Variance of the total test}$
- $R = \text{reliability of the test}$

3.5 Multiple Linear Regression Model

Multiple linear regression model is quite useful technique to quantify the association among the variables. This model could be expressed the multiple independent variables among the model simultaneously. This model has characterized as indicate per-unit and overall change and goodness of fit of the model with single swap. Multiple Linear Regression equation is given below

$$\text{IDII}_i = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{RR}_1 + \beta_2 \text{RT}_2 + \beta_3 \text{TT}_3 + \beta_4 \text{LK}_4 + \beta_5 \text{EN}_5 + \beta_6 \text{EN}_6 + \epsilon_i$$

Here, IDII is representing the dependent variable, $\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_4, \beta_5$ & $\beta_6$ are the coefficients of the predicted variables and $\beta_0$ is the constant, RR, RT, TT, LK, EN are predicted variables; $\epsilon_i$ is the stochastic error.

The least squares approach chooses $\hat{\beta}_0$ and $\hat{\beta}_1$ to minimize the Residual Sum of Square. If the coefficient value has higher while RSS value would be lower. We can execute to $\hat{\beta}_0$ & $\hat{\beta}_1$ with following formulas:

$$\hat{\beta}_1 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2}$$

$$\hat{\beta}_0 = \bar{y} - \hat{\beta}_1 \bar{x},$$
4. Results & Discussion

Table 1 Descriptive Statistic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Minimum Statistic</th>
<th>Maximum Statistic</th>
<th>Mean Statistic</th>
<th>Std. Deviation Statistic</th>
<th>Skewness Statistic</th>
<th>Kurtosis Std. Error Statistic</th>
<th>Kurtosis Statistic</th>
<th>Kurtosis Std. Error Statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RG</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.2178</td>
<td>0.22159</td>
<td>-0.759</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.1441</td>
<td>0.26009</td>
<td>-0.827</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>1.105</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.106</td>
<td>0.28793</td>
<td>-1.211</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.1286</td>
<td>0.25508</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.2169</td>
<td>0.22078</td>
<td>-0.766</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.9609</td>
<td>0.33113</td>
<td>-1.216</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>1.228</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDII</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.1296</td>
<td>0.25739</td>
<td>-0.865</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 are precise the summary of the data and normality of underlying data. The above table contains on minimum, maximum, mean, std. deviation, skewness and kurtosis statistics. Consequently, minimum and maximum values are circulating around 0.50 and 1.5 respectively. Similarly, the mean values are around 1.15 as well as std. deviation values around 0.25. (Gamst, Meyers, & Guarino, 2008) have addressed that data normality would be accepted when the skewness & kurtosis statistics laying in between ±1 and±3 respectively otherwise rejected. With due respect above evidence, table 1 indicates that our data has been normalized. Thus, we will reject null hypothesis and accept alternative hypothesis.

![Figure 2. PP Plot of regression Standardized Residual](image)

Figure 2. PP Plot of regression Standardized Residual
Fig. 2 shows the robustness check of data normality. There are several methods to calculate the data normality and pp-plot of regression standardized residual is one from them. By this approach, we can quantify inclusive data normality. The above figure precise that the certain underlying data is fold around the mean-line. The variance between observations and mean values have quite-bit that sign of accepted normality.

![Histogram](image)

Fig. 3 Histogram for Robustness check of data Normality

Figure 3 represents the distribution of numerical data by using histogram approach. This approach is well known and quite useful to examine the nature of the data. Essentially, bins inside the histogram for exclusive variable indicates that whether numerical data has normal distributed or not. The above figure shows that our underlying data has been normalized because data distribution neither positive skewed nor negative skewed as well as neither more heightens nor flatness.

Table 2 Factor Wise Reliability Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Factor</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
<th>No of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>.732</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG</td>
<td>.775</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>.798</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>.725</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>.732</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>.685</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDII</td>
<td>.735</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 2, we are addressing the reliability of adopted questionnaire. Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, and Tatham (1998), have concluded that if Alpha ≥ 0.65 then consistency could be acceptable otherwise rejected. Similarly, Kuder and Richardson (1937), were also defined the reliability selection criteria. According to them if the Alpha ≥ 0.6 while questions would be considered reliable otherwise unreliable. In table 2, has given three columns as
respect: 1st is contained on variable list; 2nd is contained on cronbach alpha statistic and 3rd is contained in no. of items. The outcome shows that the cronbach alpha values have greater than 0.65 of all variables. The desirability level concerning questionnaire has been fulfilled because the alpha value greater than above given criteria.

Table 3 Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>RT</th>
<th>RG</th>
<th>GR</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>LK</th>
<th>EN</th>
<th>IDII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.946**</td>
<td>.236**</td>
<td>.953**</td>
<td>-.202**</td>
<td>.738**</td>
<td>.973**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG</td>
<td>.946**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.453**</td>
<td>.965**</td>
<td>-.162*</td>
<td>.686**</td>
<td>-.971**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>.236**</td>
<td>.453**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.341**</td>
<td>-.016</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>.370**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>.953**</td>
<td>.965**</td>
<td>.341**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.178*</td>
<td>.745**</td>
<td>.989**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK</td>
<td>-.202**</td>
<td>-.162*</td>
<td>-.016</td>
<td>-.178*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.061</td>
<td>.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>.738**</td>
<td>.686**</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>.745**</td>
<td>-.061</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.760**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDII</td>
<td>.973**</td>
<td>-.971**</td>
<td>.370**</td>
<td>.989**</td>
<td>.174</td>
<td>.760**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level - 2-tailed
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level - 2-tailed

Table 3 prescribes the bidirectional causality among the underlying variables. All coefficients values have stitched with single * or double **. In addition, single * shows that variables have whether positively or negatively associated at 5% level. Similarly, double ** shows that the variables have been positively or negatively interconnected at 10% level. Meanwhile, the confidence-interval was 95% and 90% respectively. Moreover, RR has been positively associated with RT at ** level. Likewise, GR has been positively associated with RR and RT at ** level. Similarly, we can identify the relationship of the variables. Empirically, the dependent variables IDII has been positively and negatively interconnected with all independent variables RT, RR, GR, TT, LK, & EN.

Table 5 Multiple Linear Regression Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>MultiColinearity Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tolerance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12.951</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>19.861</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG</td>
<td>-0.104</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
<td>-3.763</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>13.531</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>25.24</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>1.702</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>6.269</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DV=IDII; R = .887; R square = .825; adjusted R square = .845; DW=2.769

Table 4 indicates that the multiple linear regression model for the significance of the model. Furthermore, the T and P are considered power of the model. In addition, the probability values of all variables have been<0.05 and t-statistic have>2 instead of LK. Similarly, all variables without LK have significant positively associated with IDII instead RR because RR negatively associated. The coefficient values prescribed the per-unit change in dependent
variable due to independent variables. Moreover, \( R^2 = 0.825 \) that showed 82.5% total variation in IDDI due to RT, RR, GR, TT and EN. Furthermore, Durban-Watson is 2.769 which precise that this model has been free from autocorrelation model. Similarly, multicolinearity is a phenomenon to describes the highly connectivity of independent variables. For the purpose of detected the multicolinearity problem, variance inflation factor and tolerance are significantly used. Tolerance and VIF values should be >2 and ≤10 respectively.

![Scatterplot](image)

**Fig. 4: Scatter Plot for Heteroskedasticity Error**

Figure 4 determines that whether the heteroskedasticity or not among the exclusive model. In the MLRM, the scatter Plot is one way to diagnose the problem of heteroskedasticity by using *zpred and *zresid residuals. Noteworthy, if the scatter plots have in systematic pattern that indicate our model suffering from the problem of Heteroskedasticity. Similarly, if the scatter plots have come without systematic pattern then the model suffering from homoskedasticity. In figure 4, the plots have laying with random/without systematic pattern that shows that our model has free from Heteroskedasticity problem.

5. Conclusions

The key objective of the present research study to examine the factors effecting of investment decision of individual investor typically in developing countries. The previous literatures have executed the education and investment decision of individual investor have positively associated. However, education achievements are necessary to gain the maximum level of investment decision of individual investor in hometown. So the government of Pakistan should to be provide a lot of advantages to education department, increase the budget level, free education and recruitment of new and competent faculty. Furthermore, Zhang et al. (2009); Hicks (1989) have addressed that more risk more profit, while investors make more risk lover and less risk averse. The local and national government should be to do financial support to our investors and also reduce the tax level. Trust and investment decision of individual investor is significantly and positive associated. Trust is like a blood in every business. While trust is earlier for any kind of business, we can enhance the economic level of our country through to make sure fulfil the criteria of trust. In Pakistan, the trust ratio is very low, the question is that how to change the trust environment from the society. Being a Muslims, we should fulfilled promises and agreements and contracts that have done in past with other persons and business men’s. Moreover, the
government of Pakistan does not change the policies without any meaningful objective like taxation and also provide peaceful environment. Moreover, Pakistan is a developing country where has several economic and non-economic problems. By the evidence of our outcome, the investment decision of individual investor can be well perform to diminish the economic problems. Thus the investment decision of individual investor would be excellent performed by controlling their factors as follows: regret. Risk taking, education, trust luck and gender.
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